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About This Game

Harvey is struggling to adapt to his post adventure life. Days and nights no longer have any meaning. That is, until his deceased
brother Victor shows up at his doorstep.

Victor offers Harvey a chance to give his life purpose again. Are Victor's intentions pure, or does he have something sinister
planned for our hero?

Will Harvey's quest to relive his glory days restore his vigor, or only alienate him from past friends further?

RPG battle system

Traverse various dungeons throughout the world

Varied and unique puzzles

Complete side quests for extra fame and bounty

Rich story that gets more confusing the more you find out
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If you're looking for another RPG maker game to add to your library then this would be a great addition.

Sprite work/Graphics:
First off I'd like to say I really enjoyed the character sprites. I always appreciate good sprite work and it's certainly present here,
not to mention there's plenty of original item sprites and backgrounds from what I can tell.
I'm not super familar with all the DLC packs for every version of RPG maker, but I know for a fact there's plenty of original
work here.
There were a few choices I felt were a tad odd, such as the icon for the dirty table cloth being a worn out cloak, but it wasn't
enough to make me neglect all the GOOD choices that were made.

Sound:
The music was fitting throughout and I enjoyed the switch between silence and sound. The music that went along with the more
lighthearted moments such as the ending was pleasing to hear as well. Also, I always enjoy when RPG maker games have sound
effects for foot steps, and there was a nice variety here too.

Story:
Obviously, do not expect 20, 10 or even 5 hour's worth of game play from this. This is a short, sweet little game to take about an
hour or so of your time.
Now, of course that isn't a bad thing. Some things are better being short and simple. I just think it's worth mentioning so you
don't have heighted expectations for a lenghty game.
The story as I put it, was short and sweet. I won't go into great detail since I want this to be spoiler-free, but I really enjoyed the
ending the most out of it. Which to be honest, is where most of the story takes place. You find some clues here and there, but all
the real interactions take place at the end.

Biggest Complaint:
I didn't really understand the point of typing in the answers for getting into the dining room and a couple other spots? I was
really confused, and then eventually realized it had no meaning. At least... I think.
I know in the bonus room you can say PUMPKIN at one of the spots to get a Dead End ending, but other than that, I don't get it.
I felt like I should have needed to find a hint somewhere and actually give an answer, or this should have just been removed
altogether.
I feel like this is more of a personal complaint, rather than a real flaw. And I apologize if I'm just missing something and there is
more to it than I'm thinking.

Overall:
I 100% recommend this if you're looking for something cute to get into the spirit of Halloween, and/or if you just want another
nice RPG maker game with some pretty appealing art.
Also it's good to note, it's FREE.
So there's no reason to not try.
I highly recommend supporting more creators out there like this, who are willing to put decent amounts of work into a game and
not ask any money for it.

In conclusion, keep up the good work and emprovement for the next game you'll put out.. I didn't realize how useful this was
until I noticed almost every single deck I make is at least 50% this DLC.
So yes, definitely get it.. Easily the 2nd BEST paid chapter in Half-Life: A Place in the West and I highly reccomend it along
with all other chapters.. Great party game. Controls are stupid simple and easy to pick up. Online play would be nice, but the
game stands well on its own without it.. it is a nice route, but there are errors. Whenever you are in a 150kmh, it just changes to
60 kmh without any notice and just takes alot of points away from carrer scenarios, so you really need to know the route to
achieve all the scenarios.. I love the Mount and Blade games and this looked similar from the screen shots.... It's not. Can't
control your army, can barely control your own player. Having Dual monitors means your cursor is going to click on random
stuff because it wont lock to the game for some reason. Moving around on the map is clunky, moving around in the city map is
clunky (Having to jump to get over a curb? Really?) I get it's early access but my god it would take a full team months of non-
stop work to make this even somewhat enjoyable.
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Very entertaining multiple-choice VN with a female lead leaning towards what I guess is the otome side? Regardless, it's a fun
and wacky take taking on elements of Little Red Riding Hood but adding several other twists and plots (with four sub-plots of
key characters that root to become the love interests of the MC, who at least it's nice it has a personality and shows up in face,
shame never in a full body sprite but that's how it goes in many woks), with plenty of options and a gigantic amount of endings
to hunt for. You're looking at around 6 to 10 hours or a bit more so definitely recommended for those who are too busy or just
prefer less sprawling and maddeningly long stuff.

Presentation, music, backgrounds and general art are pretty good too, no complaints here, there are little animated details
everywhere, a lot effort has been put here!

Performance wise, well, it's a visual novel so thankfully that will not be an issue. Just configure your favorite pad with Steam
controller setup in case you prefer comfy couch option (which is usually my way to go with VNs) and you should be set.

But, yes, definitely recommended at full price and, when in doubt, well, pick it up during a sale!. Time to completion - 4 hours.
Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.. It's good game
but it showing it's age, doesn't support xbox one controller standard or elite, there are almost no options in menu, game run in
your native resolution and at 4k UI and fonts are tiny and no way to change resolution or sale UI. Game itself can be unstable so
take all of this into consideration if you want to try this.. My beastly lovers sounds pretty interesting, gameplay-wise. And it
didn't start out so bad.

You were told you have to win the love of three out of six girls (?) in order to get their love token, which is needed to return
home. To do this, you have to talk to them, remember what they tell you, and give them a present they wish for. Sounds easy
enough, right?
But I realised very soon this game is hardly playable. I'm aware it's still Early Access, but imo it is not even ready for that.

Here is what I encountered, and why this game is not worth bothering until it got out of EA:
(For a better understanding it's important to know that flirting means, you have to answer their questions, nothing more)

After talking to a person once, I chose the flirt option. It worked out for the very first Character I met (the vampire girl), but
soon after she started to ask me questings about her she never answered before while talking. Well, I could manage, but with the
other characters, it got worse.
I talk to them, and they don't even respond. And you can't break the talk \/ flirt machanic, because if you do that, like talking
twice or more in a row to get more information, they stop talking to you entirely! You're stuck!
Why stuck? Because you have to woo 3 out of 6, otherwise you can't return. One wrong answer (or making them stop talk to
you), and you're done for!

I managed via guessing and relaoding until I got their love, I finished their quests (give them an item they want), but I never got
the promised love token in return. So I practically did 3 of them, got noting in return, and the game continoues infintie, you can't
go anywhere else, do nothing else. And all this relaoding and going through the same dialogue took me only about 90 minutes, so
it's short, too. I might give this game another try if it gets out of EA, but most likely not. It depends on getting a refund or not..
As hard and as, sometimes, frustating as it was, i have to say: It was worth it, it was amazing.
The puzzles are nice, some of them even uniques.
The enemies are so mysterious and most of them are so different from each other and they fit the atmosphere of the game so
well.
If you are in for a difficult game with a deeper meaning in it, grab this one.
But be warned: it's not for everyone. The labyrinth, just as life itself, is a test of endurance, a forger of bonds.
. I played TMN, the real free game, back in the days. Cool to see that the game still alive and that there are still people playing
on it! If it is still the case it is that the game has not aged so bad... Apart from the menus that are horrible .... i made half the
world communist

10\/10 would rush b again. This is probably the worst-charted DLC song I've seen so far. The dynamic difficulty fluctuates
wildly all over the place.
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